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Objectives/Goals
The purpose of this study was to determine if the perception of time changes depending on what a person
is doing and whether or not they perceive the activity as fun.  My hypothesis was that time will seem to
pass more quickly for people engaged in activities they perceive as fun.

Methods/Materials
I gave 83 fourth and fifth graders four different activities:  alphabetizing, catching Styrofoam puffs in
cups, translating words into code, and long division.  I timed each activity for 1 minute 22 seconds and
asked the students to write down how much time they thought had gone by each time.  I then asked them
to rate the activities "lots of fun," "sort of fun," "neutral," "not very fun," or "not at all fun."

Results
For the activities rated very fun, 43% of the time estimates were less than the real time and 57% of the
guesses were more.  For the activities rated not fun at all, 41% of the time estimates were less than the real
time and 59% were more.  For all of the activities ranging from very fun to not fun at all, the majority of
people thought more time had gone by than actually had (time dragged).

Conclusions/Discussion
My hypothesis that time seems to pass more quickly when you're having fun was not correct.  For all of
the activities ranging from very fun to not fun at all, the majority of people thought more time had gone
by than actually had (time dragged).  Many of the time estimates were so far off that I thought that
perhaps fourth and fifth graders are not very good at determining time intervals and might not be the best
subjects for this type of experiment.  In future studies I would use an older population.

This project was designed to determine if a person's perception of time changes depending on what the
person is doing and whether or not they perceive the activity as fun.

My mother helped me format my questionnaires and helped me enter my data into Excel.  She also
proofread my writing and drove me to school to do the experiments.  Three teachers let me use the
students in their classes as subjects.  My brother helped me produce a graph from Excel.
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